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The presence of gross, possibly time varying, systematic multiplicative biases in process tanks
affects the estimation of the physical inventory of a chemical separation and concentration
facility. This in turn affects the nuclear materials account, especially the near-real time
account. The proposed implementation of solution monitoring [1-3] on chemical separation
areas will provide appropriate data to enable the estimation of these biases. Central to this
will be the in-tank volume measurements that will be recorded at relatively high frequencies
and analysed to estimate the transfers into and out of each tank. If the tank measurements are
biased, then this will bias these estimates and hence the model of how nuclear material is
progressing through the plant. If only one tank is biased, its effect will be fairly transparent
so that the bias can be isolated and estimated in a straightforward manner; if not, estimation is
more complicated.

A general method is proposed for isolating and estimating gross biases by analysing the
predicted movements of both bulk and nuclear material over time. The foundation for the
method is based on an examination of how a bias would affect the flow rate calculations for
either a buffer or a feed/receipt tank, and how these biases therefore affect tank volume
predictions over time. Equations can then be derived to show how these predictions would
diverge from the volume measurements and how biases would cause the predicted plutonium
inventory in the product accountancy tank to diverge from that measured. Given these
understandings, a method is then proposed to solve the inverse: "if disagreements are
observed between measurements and predictions, what are the biases?"

For simplicity the description is based on a three-tank example, although reference is made to
other types of tank set. In this case a set of disagreement equations, relating measured and
predicted volumes, can be derived as follows:

receipt tank: Vt> - V, =e,(vri - F J - f J ' j ^ l / U ^ O , (1)

buffer tank: Vbt - VK = 0 (2)

{ > f 3)iced tank: V\ - / V = e,{ V,- - V, \ 4 s , —•- \Jt - s h > /<.

where a variable denoted by a letter of the alphabet is used to denote a 'true' quantity, e.g.
volume V; a variable with a 'hat' denotes a measured quantity e.g. measured volume V,
whilst a variable with a 'tilder' denotes an estimated quantity e.g. estimated volume V; 's'
and 'f refer to start and finish times, e are the multiplicative biases and Ik , Ok are the kth
transfers into and out of the buffer tank. Thus, for example, for the receipt tank, if either e r »
£b or £b » sr, then the disagreement between the measured and estimated final volumes will
increase in time. In addition a bias in the buffer tank would affect both neighbouring tank
equations, but not the equation for the buffer tank.
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It is these kinds of features that are exploited by the method. Note that there will be no
divergences if all the biases are similar; another feature of solution monitoring has to be
exploited to observe this eventuality and this depends on how the flow rates into/out of the
various solvent-extraction cycles and concentrator are estimated. If either or both of the flow
rate estimates are derived from biased volume measurements, then the plutonium
concentration out will either be overestimated or underestimated [4], This
overestimate/underestimate will affect plutonium inventory predictions down the plant,
possibly being revised because of errors in the receipt/feed tanks downstream, until it reaches
the product accountancy tank where it would result in a divergence between the measured and
predicted plutonium inventory at this KMP.

The gross biases are estimated by solving disagreement equations like those in Equations 1-3.
This process depends on the mathematical properties of the equations. In particular a
qualitative approach [5,6] is proposed for when the equations are under-defined.

The method has been shown to work on typical plant data where a limited number of tanks
have volume measurements that are biased grossly. The case where all tank volume
measurement systems have gross biases is obviously more difficult; although the method
would give a solution, further experimental work would be needed to establish its validity.
However it is important to remember that the method could be applied repeatedly (say once a
week), although this iterative process has not been researched. Finally the method has been
developed by testing on simulated data; the developers are obviously aware of this limitation,
but real-data was not available.
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